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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we are going to discuss the benefits of using Advanced Data extraction that includes Natural Language processing tools and machine learning (which we are calling Smart Parse) to develop a Living database that will support Carbon Storage data collection, processing, and reuse. With these processes we will be demonstrating how Machine Learning and NLP can power data centric projects now and lay the groundwork for better quality data in the future.�I am a Spatial Database Scientist with a background in GIS data management and have expanded my research to include emerging tools like Machine Learning and NLP to expand and streamline the data lifecycle�



Disclaimer

This project was funded by the United States Department of Energy, National Energy
Technology Laboratory, in part, through a site support contract. Neither the United States
Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, nor the support
contractor, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness
of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed or represents that its use
would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the
United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of the authors
expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am a Spatial Database Scientist with a background in GIS data management and have expanded my research to include emerging tools like Machine Learning and NLP to expand and streamline the data lifecycle.
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• Millions of dollars of research 
and data are available from 
carbon storage efforts 

• How can we preserve and 
efficiently access those 
resources to drive the next 
generation of R&D?

Address the needs of the 
community through 

advanced AI/ML tools via 
DOE’s virtual data library 

and laboratory, EDX

GOGI

Oil, Gas, Geothermal 
& Carbon Storage 
Data & Resources

Millions of 
attributes

Millions of 
attributes

Offshore R&D

Employing “smart” search tools 
to include open resources

Billions of 
records

Research is Data-driven 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carbon Storage Research is a data driven effort which takes millions of dollars to generate usable research and data. One of the key  issues in research is how to use and preserve data beyond the collection, storage and analysis performed for a project. If we think about the data Pyramid we see there are many different layers involved in converting raw collected data into something that can inform scientific research. With smart parse we have tools and are continuing to develop more tools to help expedite the process. And if you think about the amount of data generated through the various research projects and controlling the input and management of data could become humanly impossible.�
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Collection
• SmartSearch
• Expert-driven research
• EDX submissions 

Metadata development and capture
• Cataloging 
• ReadMe file development
• Natural language processing for 

keywords, topic modeling, geographic 
association 

Quality Assessment 
• Data ranking 
• Data assessment method 

scoring
Data Organization and publishing
• Private workspaces 
• Submission packaging
• ArcGIS Enterprise with EDX

• GeoCube data integration
• Collaborative Map Applications

Carbon Storage Data Lifecycle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do you support research data through its entire lifecycle? By utilizing existing infrastructure like EDX, GeoCube, SmartSeach and SmartParse that not only support data collection, organization and publishing and  storage but also streamline metadata development, quality assessment and topic search. Now all these tools in the data management tool belt are very helpful but are still utilizing a lot of manual input . Which equates to researcher hours spending time on data organization instead of research.
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• Expanded to Utilize ArcEnterpriseGIS 
data management System hosted on 
AWS servers

• Store/Share Geospatial Data
• Host New Geocube Web Application
• Custom Interactive Map Applications

• Store and Share Data in a Structured 
Secure Database Environment

• Reduce Redundant Acquisition
• Direct Data Access (not file-based storage)
• Consistent Data with Staff Turnover
• Enhanced Collaboration

• Curation of data and knowledge
• Allows Direct Analysis from Database
• Available On Research network and 

Watt ML Cluster

Expanding Integrations for a Living Database

People

Data
Lifecycle

Apps

ResearchArcGIS 
Enterprise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another tool in data curation is the Living Database. Not necessarily a single data server storing structured data. It is an integrated approach to pull data both manually and automatically. Contains both traditional relational database structure that can be accessed from NETL’s Watt Machine Learning Cluster and within a secure network but also contains links to public facing websites like EDX, and ArcGIS on AWS.The benefit of this is that the database allows direct access to large data sets that can be queried and processed as opposed to downloading entire data resources for access to one table.
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Types of Carbon Storage Data
Spatial data:
• Shapefiles (field, 

basin, regional 
scale)

• Datasets 
• Models 

Text-based Data
• Documents
• Publications
• Power points
• Memos
• Posters

Other types of data:
• Tools 
• Applications 
• APIs
• LivingDatabase

Feeding the data hippo!

Image Extraction:
• Documents
• Presentations
• Maps
• Posters

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What types of data are we able to collect and curate.Helps to feed the hungry machine learning, NLP models.
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Advanced AI/ML Tools for CS Data Lifecycle
Challenge: Continue increasing available data while 
enhancing metadata, searchability, and curation.
Solutions: 
• Natural Language Processing:

• text-based resource classification, organization, keyword identification 
• metadata extraction and preservation
• geographic association (for searchability)

• Image Classification and Text Extraction
• Identify images from papers, posters, and documents
• Classify images and extract text
• Extract image metadata

• ArcGIS Enterprise on AWS:
• Geographic database development (Geocube)
• Interactive map creation and collaboration
• Integration with EDX

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tools for Advanced Data Extraction we collectively call SmartParse and we used this to feed the data Hippo.Using NLP we can extract text from documents, papers, posters and presentations and create automated classifications of the text data stored within. From the NLP model we can create semantic keyword searches, text classification and topic generation and topic sentence identification. Additionally image classification and extraction is performed utilizing a trained YOLO v5 Machine Learning Model. This creates a searchable table of images for a corpus of documents.Additionally, spatial data can be classified and searched within the New AWS hosted ArcEnterprise servers that is the new home for Geocube. This enables both interactive mapping and adds user generated analysis visualizations and tools in a hosted online suite of tools.
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Identify data to be collected
Includes:
• Data, Papers, Catalogs of Data, Online Sources , 

and Metadata
Data collected and processed using Python tools to 
move, quantify and label data

Data Cleaning for ML, AI and Spatial Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does this process look like? How do we begin processing data into the living database?After collection of the data we usually have a data catalog and docs.Work through data and organized by types so structured and spatial data can be stored and shared. These are processed with combination SQL and Python to collect data directly into the living database.This data can then be cleaned up (empty records removed, errors corrected, spatial data on the same coordinate system.) �Documents can be processed either via SmartParse or through manual research or both.  For documents there is NLP preprocessing that includes lemmatization, stopword removal, and creating word vectors.�
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• Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) 
model based on corpus of text-
based documents

• Topic names assigned by subject-
matter experts

• Each document is classified by % 
of each topic it’s associated with

• Each document has 50+ 
keywords identified and can be 
associated with metadata on 
EDX 

• Parse geographic location to 
associate with each document –
when possible

Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Unsupervised ML for Document Classification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the heart of the SmartParse tool, and  really the kickoff point of the smartparse concept. This is to take documents/PDF files, process it and generate usable data, and models from research papers and unstructured data.Initially a document classifierUsed same model to generate keywords for each documentThen expanded to parse geographic locations from documents
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Machine Learning Image Data Extraction

Images and Tables Targeted for Data 
for Extraction

• Object Detection Model 
Development Process

• Use transfer learning to train object 
detection model for specific image and data 
types

• Detect Graphs, Diagrams, Photos, Maps, and 
Tables

• Image Labeling and process Developed with 
help from Mickey Leland Energy Fellowship

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Going beyond text extraction development of data extraction tools to pull image data from  documents This part of the project started with research with a MLEF where we set the goal of extracting and classifying images from documents and presentations.We classified images based on what type of data the image would contain. Tables can be identified so that the data can be extracted into a structured database,  Maps can be identified,During the Fellowship we selected using a YOLO model to locate “objects” on a document page.With images in a document located and extracted the data within the images can be identified and extracted�
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Machine Learning Data Extraction
Utilize Object Identification ML Models to Extract Additional Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples of some of the results of the output of the model.Not limited to single item per page.�
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Machine Learning Data Extraction
Utilize Object Identification ML Models to Extract Additional Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples of some of the results of the output of the model.Not limited to single item per page.�
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Use Case: Abstract White Paper Data Extraction
NLP and Machine learning to Classify and Text and Images

• 10 topic, 5 topic and variable
• PCA Analysis
• Keywords and Custom Stop 

Word List

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use Case Conference Abstract White Paper Data ExtractionUtilizing smart parse we pulled a set of abstracts and papersWe developed a 5 and 10 topic model and used PCA to examine the resultsDue to small size the topic modeling quality was reducedSo NLP model data models are hungry hungryBut still a lot of usable data and analysis was generated from creating this model including document keywords and a customized stopword list using TFIDF�
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Use Case: Abstract White Paper Data Extraction
NLP and Machine learning to Classify and Text and Images

• Data Input Zipped Papers, Spreadsheets, 
and Images

• Process with NLP (Gensim) to Create topic 
model

• Convert PDF to JPG for preprocessing
• Used trained Yolo model using transfer 

learning
• Extracted images from papers and classify

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The input was a Zip file with uncategorized papers and abstractsProcessed the files with Gensim NLP Topic modeler 5 and 10 topic modelConvert PDF to imageUsed Trained Yolo V5 model to extract images and classify each.�
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Presenter Notes
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Use Case: Abstract White Paper Data Extraction
Image Classification Demo/Results

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Walkthrough YOLO Model operationRun script on Folder of documentsIdentify images and locationsCrop out images for further processingGenerate a searchable database with images, Keywords, and document, name, and page�Imagine if all of the presentations this week were classified in this way. You could search through all of the images, text, and data classified and curated fully automatically.�
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Use Case: Abstract White Paper Data Extraction
Image Classification Demo/Results

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Walkthrough YOLO Model operationRun script on Folder of documentsIdentify images and locationsCrop out images for further processingGenerate a searchable database with images, Keywords, and document, name, and page�Imagine if all of the presentations this week were classified in this way. You could search through all of the images, text, and data classified and curated fully automatically.�
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Use Case: Abstract White Paper Data Extraction
Image 
Classification 
Demo/Results

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Walkthrough YOLO Model operationRun script on Folder of documentsIdentify images and locationsCrop out images for further processingGenerate a searchable database with images, Keywords, and document, name, and page�Imagine if all of the presentations this week were classified in this way. You could search through all of the images, text, and data classified and curated fully automatically.�
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Collaborative cross-project technology
• Use material same NLP tech
• Using other NLP Models Louvian Community Detection 

Synergy Opportunities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Synergy OpportunityAble to utilize existing scripts and processes with analysis on Materials Discovery ressearch and shared python code using Gensim and LDA model with Lee AspatatreComplete circle of synergy Lee shared his code bacc with us using Louvian Community Detection where word similarity could be mapped and visualized�
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Supporting Data Collection, Curation & Analysis in 
Other Areas

Test results

Data mining, including…
Move & Convert…

…& use in predictive analytics for alloy 
behavior

1 0 1
01
0

1 0
1 0

0

Actual and predicted creep 
rupture time using the 
Gradient Boosted Regression 
ML Algorithm

Evaluating machine learning models to: 
• address data gaps
• identify key features in lifetime behavior of the alloy 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SmartParse is an advanced data extraction tool that utilizes NLP, and ML to mine structured data from non structured sources in order to continue supporting the Living Database�
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Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, and 
Natural Language Processing are Difficult 

• Whatever happened to Watson? 

Lack of Labeled Training Data
• Training data is time-consuming to develop and can 

be costly

Data availability is limited with Living Database 
• Currently deployed on the Research Network
• The database would improve if deployed on a cloud 

serv ice or other shared env ironment

Lessons Learned

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/16/technology/what-happened-ibm-watson.htmlStructured data

PPTs

PDFs eBooks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI, ML NLP is difficultMost projects suffer from lack of label training data.We are looking into approaches to label data automatically and use these tools to generate better ML and NLP models.Security Limitation with Living database hosting. Currently only on Research and WattCan improve access with cloud deployment�
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• A better understanding of CS relevant open- data density and data 
quality throughout US and Canada

• Improved access through the integration of CS data resources on EDX into 
GeoCube, SmartSearch, and SmartParse (EDX version of NLP tools 
presented here) for further searchability with spatial searches and 
keyword searches

• Updates to GeoCube for enhanced spatial searchability and integration of 
modeling tools to come

• EDX AI/ML data discovery, labeling, integration tool developments 
trained to support Carbon Storage,  SMART-CS, and NRAP

• Deployment of AI/ML algorithms to allow on-demand data discovery and 
integration, ready-made for each end-user needs

Summary
FE and Carbon Storage program investments into data curation and 
management have led to the development of AI/ML tools and the 
preservation of millions of dollars of research products which 
benefits ongoing and future research. This has led to:  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carbon Storage program investments into data curation and management has led to the development of AI/ML tools and the preservation of millions of dollars of research products which benefits ongoing and future research. This has led to: Better data density and data qualityImproved access to CS data resources with enhanced searching and curation tools.Results in better more efficient data curation and discovery�
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What’s next: EDX4CCS 

EDX4CCS
Data, Integration, generation, and deployment to 
feed SMART, NRAP, and regulatory models
Tools, Develop and/or integrate the deployment of 
tools for data interaction and visualization, decision-
support such as for pipelines, regulatory permitting, 
resource characterization, data visualization, and 
more
Core CCS EDX DisCO2ver platform, 
Broader community virtualized data computing 
platform, and central EDX CCS data and tool hub

Carbon 
Storage 
Open 
Database

https://edx.netl.doe.gov/about

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, how does this effort fit into the larger carbon storage data effort planned through EDX? Infrastructure bill funding (BIL) will produce separate, but related, work to unlock datasets and tools, supporting access to data products such as the Carbon Storage Open Database, NATCARB, and much more. EDX4CCS, which is one of the BIL funded FWP efforts alongside NRAP and SMART, will result in a central hub, or platform, called DisCO2ver. The tools, datasets, and models that already exist, plus additional tools and datasets that will come from the BIL funding, will be aggregated into a central CCS hub through EDX, leveraging many of the EDX++ capabilities described in this talk. This includes online integration of SmartSeach to enable users to find data and resources within the platform, but also pull in outside authoritative resources from websites and datastores such as USGS. The goal is to integrate many different resources for the CCS community all in one place. Please reach out if you or your group produce CCS data products, as we are interested in hearing from the wider CCS community about including your resources within the DisCO2ver platform in the future. 



Thank you!
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NETL
RESOURCES

VISIT US AT:  www.NETL.DOE.gov

@NationalEnergyTechnologyLaboratory

@NETL_DOE

@NETL_DOE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Photo:  3-D printing of NETL logo in the Multiphase Flow Analysis Laboratory at NETL Morgantown



Appendix
– These slides will not be discussed during the presentation, but

are mandatory.
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Benefit to the Program 
 Task 27 supports the development of data, materials, maps, analyses, and figures for the Carbon Storage Atlas, Natcarb

Viewer, and Natcarb database. This includes the release of new data insights to the GCS community, through the sixth 
edition of the Carbon Storage Atlas, and through bi-annual updates to the Natcarb Viewer and Natcarb database.

 Task 28 focuses on addressing CS R&D data curation challenges associated with ingesting, describing, and curating data 
products from DOE FE to ensure enduring access and more efficient utilization of those resources using AI/ML 
enhanced approaches to support future CS R&D. Ultimately, this effort will result in tools, data resources, and virtual 
capabilities for the CSP and community to facilitate efficient CS data discovery, integration, and curation using NETL’s 
EDX

• Use of EDX and development of tools to support the collection, curation, organization, labeling, and publishing of large 
quantities of data for carbon storage. Whether laboratory, field or computational, CS R&D is both a producer and 
consumer of data resources (datasets, tools, models, etc.). However, while the volume of open, online data is increasing 
exponentially, scientists struggle to find, access and make operable data products from previous R&D projects due to 
insufficient and/or burdensome online data curation tools and outdated techniques. 
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Project Overview  
Goals and Objectives

– Funded by DOE as part of Carbon Storage DE FE-1022465, Tasks 27 
and 28

– RSS Contract and ITSS contract researchers
– Ongoing performance dates 2018-2022
– Project Participants

• PI: Kelly Rose
• LRST: Paige Morkner, Michael Sabbatino, Andrew Bean, Lucy Romeo, 

Patrick Wingo
• ITSS: Chad Rowan, TJ Jones, Aaron Barkhurst, Vic Baker
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Organization Chart 
Carbon Storage Data

Project Partners
DOE
NETL

RCSPs – Big Sky Carbon 
Sequestration Partnership, 

Southwest Partnership, 
Southeast Regional Carbon 
Sequestration Partnerhsip,  
Midwest Regional Carbon 
Sequestration Partnership, 

Midwest Geological 
Sequestration Consortium, 

Plains CO2 Reduction 
Partnership.

Lead Organization
NETL

Principal Investigators
Kelly Rose, Jennifer Bauer

Task 27.0
Next Generation Development, 

Deployment, and Modernization of 
Database, Tools, Online Viewer, and 

Atlas 

Lead: Jennifer Bauer
Contractors: Paige Morkner, Michael 

Sabbatino, Patrick Wingo, Andrew 
Bean, TJ Jones, Aaron Barkhurst, 

other Matric Software Engineers and 
Developers

Task 28
Curation of Carbon Storage R&D Products 

Through Advanced Data Computing 
Solutions 

Lead: Jennifer Bauer
Contractors: Chad Rowan, Michael 

Sabbatino, Paige Morkner, Andrew Bean, 
Lucy Romeo, TJ Jones, Aaron Barkhurst, Vic 
Baker, Other Matric Software Engineers and 

Developers



Task 28.0: Project Timeline Overview

Key Accomplishments/Deliverables Value Delivered
• 2018–Present, Addition of Big Sky, PCOR, Midw est CS Partnership, SECARB, and MGSC data and resources on 

EDX, for a combined total of 3,037 and 1.64 TB of data
• 2018–2020, Big data computing cluster, Watt, set up and w ork to directly link EDX w ith these computing capabilities
• 2019–2021, Test and validate SmartSearch for use w ith commercial cloud & EDX to evaluate capabilities to 

assimilate relevant CS data; including w ork as part of an NDA w ith Google and collaboration w ith DOE-HQ OCIO
• 2020–2021, Develop Living Database logic to host and storge large volumes of CS data
• 2021–2022, Deploy beta instance of Living Database front end and dashboard tools
• 2022, Addition of any f inal RCSP and other CS resources to EDX

• Collecting, curating, and cataloging data from all regional CS partnerships and open-sources.
• Developing capabilities to query curated data.
• Delivering EDX’s public-private capabilities, including growing access to its big data computing cluster and 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud services, seek to facilitate more effective research for DOE-FE subsurface 
scientists.

• Pairing EDX hosted CS data resources and products with other online capabilities, data, custom ML algorithms 
and capabilities to enhance user experience and provide research teams with the resources needed to make 
subsurface energy research more efficient, reduce redundancy, and drive innovation.

EY2020 ($240k) EY2021 ($200k) EY2022 ($200k)

Curation of Carbon Storage R&D Products Through Advanced Data Computing Solutions
(PIs: Michael Sabbatino, Jennifer Bauer)

Impact

Number Expected Completion Date Milestone Description
EY20.28.I 04/30/2020 Push to public on EDX appropriate MGSC Partnership data products.
EY20.28.J 09/30/2020 Deploy LivingDatabase beta version capability in EDX, private side, for CS teams (e.g., RCSPs) use and testing.

EY20.28.K 12/31/2020 Integration of CSP data products that are spatially related through enhanced EDX spatial search and discovery tool on 
GeoCube.

EY20.28.L 03/31/2021 Deploy NETL SmartSearch version 2 algorithm in EDX to support automated gathering of open, CS relevant data.
EY20.28.M 03/31/2021 Deploy LivingDatabase version 1 capability in EDX, private side, for CS teams (e.g., RCSPs) use and testing.
EY21.28.N 09/30/2021 Develop and test SmartSearch and SmartParse beta integration.
EY21.28.O 09/30/2021 Complete testing of Living Database dashboard tools.
EY21.28.P 12/31/2021 Create additional training data for SmartParse image, graph, and table extraction model improvement.
EY21.28.Q 03/31/2022 Develop beta Living Database user interface and dashboard.
EY22.28.R 07/29/2022 Ingestion and push to public on EDX appropriate SW Regional Partnership data products.

Milestones

* Task 28.0 is integrating data into an existing tool with no development of a technology. Therefore, no TRL is assigned.  

Go/No-Go 
Timeframe

Chart Key

Milestone

Project 
Completion

6 9 12 3

I K
L

EY2018–
EY2019 
($605k)

6 9 12 3 6 9 12 3

O

N
P Q R

M
J Additional EY milestones for this 

task will be outlined in future FWPs

https://edx.netl.doe.gov/group/rcsp-secarb


Bibliography
– List peer reviewed publications generated from the project per 

the format of the examples below.

• Morkner, P., Bauer, J., Creason, C., Bean, A., and Rose, K., “A Data Quality 
Assessment Method to Support Carbon Storage,” in preparation . Target journal: 
Nature Scientific Data. (Tasks 27.0, 28.0)

• Morkner, P., Creason, C., Sabbatino, M., Wingo, P., DiGiulio, J., Jones, K., 
Greenburg, R., Bauer, J., and Rose, K., “Distilling Data to Drive Carbon Storage 
Insights,” accepted pending final revisions, Computers and Geosciences. (Tasks 27.0, 
28.0)

• Barkhurst, A., Morkner, P., Bauer, J., Rose, K. GeoCube,  TRS report, in prep, target 
completion Fall 2021. 
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